CH U3A Technology For All October meeting.
The talk was “The Torrs of New Mills” ; a geological and archaeological journey by Pete Webb.

Dr Webb introduced the subject by describing the geological features of New Mills and their origins. He explained that during the last ice age some 12,000 years ago, a vast ice sheet stretching as far as Ireland covered the North of England as far as the New Mills area and pushed ice up the Goyt Valley, subsequently water leaked through fissures in the bedrock which in time eroded it and thus over time, created the Torrs or steep sided canyons, of New Mills.
These Torrs became the new routes for the rivers Goyt and its tributary the Sett and made them, with their cascading water, an excellent power source for water driven Mills. Starting in the 18th century. The first of these called New Miln gave New Mills its name. In all seven Mills were built and rebuilt between the 18th and 20th centuries. These Mills by and large specialised in cotton weaving and papermaking and over the years, as markets changed and supply and demand fluctuated, these Mills changed their outputs in a line with market forces, so that, a cotton mill might become a paper mill or vice versa.
Because there were seven Mills a method of controlling how much water each mill used for power had to be regulated and so a joint committee of the seven rationed water so that those Mills downstream would not lose their power source. This was enacted by closing off the water on the sluices that fed the water wheels.
Another feature of these Mills, because of the combustible nature of the production process, was a tendency towards explosions and fires and in fact several of them were burnt down and rebuilt.
New Mills itself was divided by these Torrs which meant that the inhabitants to get from one side of New Mills to the other had to climb down into the Torr, cross the river, and climb up the other side.
Dr Webb also mentioned the Millennium Walkway which makes it possible to traverse the previously non-accessible gorges and to get a closer view of the Mills and artefacts that seem to cling to the side's of the gorges. He also mentioned the New Mills Archimedes Screw, a hydroelectric system using a reverse Archimedes Screw effect to generate electricity which is used to power the local Co-op.
Dr Webb offered, in the Spring of next year to lead a walk for our members around the areas covered above.
All in all a wonderful talk by a person who knew the subject inside out and communicated it beautifully to his audience who in turn showed their great appreciation.
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